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Harness

Product Functionality
Ellipti-Aid consists of a system of motors and 
pulleys, capable of fully unloading a user and 
varying the desired unloading. One motor, the winch, 
is responsible for the main unloading and lifting of 
the user. A motorized tensioner maintains the 
unloading as the user moves. Closed-loop feedback 
control optimizes the unloading based on the user’s 
gait patterns. Users are safely and comfortably held 
in a 3 point harness. Easy transportation is facilitated 
by 4 caster wheels and a telescoping frame. Users 
are first lifted from a seated position to a standing 
one. Then the Ellipti-Aid is rolled over the elliptical. 

User Interface
The user interface is a simple 
plastic design which telescopes 
perpendicular to the base to 
accomodate for the height of the 
user. Additionally it uses dials to 
adjustment weight offset as well as 
an emergency stop button.  

Transportation
Transportation is facilitated by 
4 caster wheels with directional 
and rotational locks. The 
device can be moved using 
handles located on the frame. 
Wheel friction keeps the device 
stationary while operated. 

The selected harness has three 
attachment points, allowing more 
support and preventing falls. Slings 
engage multiple points of the body 
for improved comfort. 

Figure 6. Three 
Point Harness

Fig 8. Caster 

Fig 9. Handle 

Fig 7. Controller

Cost Analysis:
OTS Parts: $1660.00
Raw Materials: $57.37
Manufacturing and MFG Labor: $116.97
Energy Consumption: $0.02
Assembly Labor: $53.44

Total: $1887.80

Product Abstract
The Ellipti-Aid is a human lift and support mechanism to 
be used with an elliptical trainer. It is designed to be 
useful in a variety of rehabilitative applications and aid 
in the research of the UF NCR Group. The full assembly 
consists of a telescoping frame mounted on self-locking 
wheels, a modular support mechanism driven by electric 
motors, and a user interface.

Frame
The frame consists of a base with a single column 
where the lifting mechanism is mounted. Alongside 
the column are handrails designed to be used by the 
patient if necessary. They also have support points 
for the harness. The base and lifting arm telescope 
to ease in transportation and reduce the space 
occupied when stored 

Fig 2. Frame Fig 3. Exploded Frame 

The user is lifted from a seated position to a 
standing one using a cable winch. The baseline 
unweighing is set with this winch. When the patient 
operates the elliptical, a dynamic tensioner 
maintains the baseline unweighing by tensioning and 
relaxing the cable. 

Fig 4. Winch FIg. 5. Dynamic Tensioner

Lifting Mechanism

Fig 1. Full Rendering 
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Customer Needs

Must fit inside medical 
facility

Power

Device Interference

Door clearance: 
6’ 8” x 2’10”

Weight: 1000 
lbs or 40 psf

Floor footprint: 

Ceiling Height: 
8’

120 VAC; 
15-amp breaker

Supports user’s full 
weight

All design margins have 
factor of safety

Fail-Safe System

Lifted at safe and 
comfortable speed

Prevent swinging during 
transfer

Vertical translation 
unencumbered

Prevent sagittal balance 
loss

Prevent transverse 
balance loss

Lift user from seated to 
full suspension

Move suspended user 
over elliptical

Hold user over elliptical 
while strapping

Accommodates body 
size

User transitions to 
preset offset weight

Offset weight

Caster wheels lock in 
place for stability

Lifting mechanism has 
continuous tensioner

Offset weight support 
feels continuous

Preset weight offset in 
all directions

Programmable 

Intuitive User Interface

Prototype cost

Emergency shut-off 
that can be actuated

Force-based safety 
limit shutoff

Visual Indicator

Operational Lifetime

Accessible FES 
stimulation pad

Overall footprint

Frame

Lifting 
Mechanism

Transportation

User Interface

Dimensions: 
3.5’ x 6’ x 8.6’ Rate: 3lbs/s

Frame

Lifting 
Mechanism

Transportation

User Interface

Max: 2.3A for two 
motors74” x 24” x 70”

350 lbs

2-2.5

One must be 
present

0.20 ft/s

0.20 ft/s

Required

Required

Required

5 ft of total 
movement

Required

Required

59.6” to 73.4”

Allows user to 
select

Either/Or

Make controlled 
and adjustable

Offset variation 
less than ⨦ 5lbs

Up to 4 in. 
variation

Needs Control 
Scheme

Required

Less than 
$4000

User or Helper 
can reach

Max Load: 
700lb

One must be 
present

15 years

Easily 
accessible

Lift and elliptical

Trigger Load: 
400lbs

Trigger Rate: 30 
lbs/s 

Weight: 480lbs
Thick, steel, squaring 

tubing

Gearmotor max speed: 
62 rpm @ 220 in. -lbs
Second static-mount 

cable
Winch Maximum 

Capactiy: 1200 lbs
Winch Fully Wound 
Capactiy: 425 lbs

Telescoped Inner 
Width: 36 in. 

Pulley Factor of 
Safety: 3.74

Factor of Safety: 1.67

Harness Aluminum used for 
torus hoops 

Multiple harness 
attachment points

Not a location of 
loading

Harness

Telescoping Control 
Panel

Control panel has 
adjustment dials

Parameter set in motor 
controller

Sits on floor with 4 
wheels

https://www.mcmaster.com/6470k62

Backup safety cable 
attached

Control panel has 
accessible stop button

Green “on” light on 
control panel

Continuous, 
user-defined weight 

support

Closed-loop control 
scheme

4 Caster wheels: $129

Steel tubing w/ 
fasteners: $342

DC and AC motors: 
$970

3.5’x6’

FES access along 
6’x8.5 sides of device

5 years (wear item)

Designed for inf. life

Designed for inf. life

Designed for inf. life

Controller detects 
sudden movements in 

cable

Can be mounted or sit 
on floor

Cost of a 3-point 
harness: $160

4 free-rotating wheels 
help system pivot

Control panel does not 
allow rapid offset

Wear item

https://www.mcmaster.com/6470k62

